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COME AROUND
by Rhett Miller
Tabbed by Jim Bauer (jbauer601@hotmail.com)

----------
-----
intro:  F  C  Bb  Bb/G  F  C  Bb

verse:
F           C      Bb              Bb/G
I m dressed all in blue, and I m remembering you
F       C         Bb
And the dress you wore when you broke my heart
F     C         Bb                Bb/G
I m depressed upstairs, and I m remembering where
F            C       Bb
And when and how and why
                  Dm    (appreg.)  Bb x5
You have to go so far

chorus:
               F              Eb         Bb
I m a gonna be lonely for the rest of my life
              F              Eb         Bb
Am I gonna be lonely for the rest of my life
             F              Eb         Bb
I m gonna be lonely for the rest of my life
           Bb/G        Bb
Unless you come around
   Bb/G        Bb
So come around

verse:
F           C      Bb             Bb/G
I m dressed all in white, and I remember the night
F        C     Bb
You came on to me and opened up my heart



F     C      Bb             Bb/G
I was hollow then, till you filled me in
F       C      Bb
Now I m empty  gain
                           Dm    (appreg.)  Bb x5
I should have never let it start

:| chorus x1 then bridge

bridge:
Dm
No one else can fix me
         Bb
Although sometimes my heart tricks me
     F                Eb        Bb
Into thinking someone else will do
               Dm        C
But you re the only one
            Dm       Bb x5
You are the only one

:| chorus x3 (so come around x3)
:| first two lines of verse 1 to end

----------
-----
STANDARD TUNING (EADGBE)
CHORDS USED:

F     =   133211
C     =   X32010
Bb    =   X13331
Bb/G  =   3X033X
Eb    =   XX1343
Dm    =   XX0231
D5    =   X577XX


